Proof. If x > y (or y > x), there is nothing to prove. Hence we assume that x^y v xjiy.
If x and y are distinguished with respect to D, there is an element u e S such that u v x e D and u v y £ D. Clearly (i) xvy vueD, or (ii) xvy vu^D. In the case (i), y and yvx' are distinguished by u with respect to D, and in the case (ii) f x and xvy.
Conversely, let x and xvy distinguished by an element ueS with respect to D, i.e. xvueD andxvyvu^D. Then x and y are distinguished by xvu with respect to D. Hence the lemma.
According to the lemma above, it is sufficient to consider the proper intervals of a semilattice S when constructing a distinguishing subset of S.
An element a covers b, written a^b, if a,b e S, a>b and for each csS the relation a>c»b implies a=c or b=c. An interval [b,a] S is prime, when b^a. An element a of S is meet-irreducible, if a is covered by at most one element of S. Each element b of a lattice S has a meet-representatibn: b=o,j a e 2 ^ ... a c r , where c^ e S is a meet-irreducible element of S, i=1,...,r, and r is finite. If among the components of b is one c^ which can be deleted so that the meet of#the other elements c^ still equals b, the meet-representation is called redundant; in the opposite case the representation is called irredundant. In a Boolean lattice L all the meet-irreducible elements of L are those covered by the greatest element 1 of L and 1 itself. So D q = {1} as shown by Zapletal in [3] .
A semilattlce S is called a tree semilattice, if no two non-comparable elements of S have a common lower bound in S. But then each element x of a tree semilattice S is meet-irreducible in S. Clearly D Q is a distinguishing subset of a finite tree semilattice, too. Theorem 2. If S is a finite tree semilattice, then Dpi S.
